Color Splashes
knowledge guide

Splash a bit of color or combination of colors to your projects by using our Color
Splashes that give a vibrant end result to your projects.
Color Splashes are a pigment based product that come in a bottle with a spray nozzle to easily spray
and splash color on your projects. Each bottle of Color Splash comes with its own no-clog nozzle to easily
spray your project surfaces.
Color Splashes offer an archival, fast drying and fade resistant change of color to your crafting arsenal
and can be used on a variety of work surfaces.
In addition to the Color Splash being a pigment based product, each color has a small mixture of metallic
substance which means you will need to shake it up a bit to receive the full richness of its beauty. To stir
the mixture of your Splash bottles just swirl in a circular motion until you see that any of the settlement at
the bottom of the bottle has been dispersed.
To get different spray effects, change the distance at which you spray. The closer you are to your project
the more color dense and saturated the area will become. You will get a completely different mist type
look the further you are away from your project base.
What can you do with Color Splashes?
•

Use the no-clog spray nozzle Simply spray the Color Splash of your choice onto

your cardstock panels. This can be a card base or canvas background or whatever your crafting
heart desires. As mentioned above, experimenting with the spray effects by changing
the spray distance will give you a variety of different looks.
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Change the color base of core pieces We offer a variety of pre-made

project pieces such as easels, boxes, etc made of chip board, wood, etc. Change the base color
of these project pieces by spraying several coats of Splash onto the surface allowing each layer
to dry before spraying another layer.

Apply drops of Splash onto project areas by opening spray bottle

and using the inside tube of the nozzle to place droplets of Splash where you want them on
your project.

Brush your color splash onto your project Pour a small amount

of splash color onto an acrylic block or piece of acetate and draw up the Splash with either a
paint brush or blender brush and brush the desired detailed areas to add color to your images
and backgrounds.

Warning! Once you begin to use our Color Splashes on

your projects you just may become addicted and will find
that you will want all of the Color Splash colors that we
have available.
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